Abstract. By using a Regge-pole model for vector meson production (VMP), that successfully describes the HERA data, we analyse the connection of VMP cross sections in photon-induced reactions at HERA with those in ultra-peripheral collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The role of the low-energy behaviour of VMP cross sections in γ p collisions is scrutinized.
The γ p → V p cross section (V stands for a vector meson) depends on three variables: the total energy W of the γ p system, the squared momentum transfer t and Q 2 = Q 2 + M 2 V , where Q 2 = −q 2 is the photon virtuality. Since, in ultraperipheral 1 collisions photons are nearly real (Q 2 ≈ 0), the vector meson mass M 2 V remains the only measure of "hardness". The t-dependence (the shape of the diffraction cone) is known to be nearly exponential. It can be either integrated, or kept explicit. The integrated σ γ p→V p (Q 2 ,W ) and differential dσ (t) dt cross sections are well known from HERA measurements.
As mentioned, the differential cross section as function of rapidity can be factorized:
Here
3Ω 3 is the "equivalent" photon flux [3] , σ γh i →V h i (E γ ) is the total (i.e. integrated over t) exclusive VMP cross section (the same as at HERA [5, 6] ), r(y) is the rapidity gap survival correction, and
The signs + or − near E γ and N γ in Eq. (1) correspond to the particular proton, to which the photon flux is attached.
For definiteness we assume that: a) the colliding particles are protons; b) the produced vector meson V is J/ψ (or ψ(2S)), and c) the collision energy W pp = 7 TeV.
Corrections for rapidity gap survival probabilities
The predictions may be modified by corrections due to initial and final state interactions, alternatively called rescattering corrections. Since this is a complicated and controversial issue per se, deserving special studies beyond the scope of the present paper, here we use only familiar results from the literature: the standard prescription is to multiply the scattering amplitude by a factor (smaller than one), depending on energy and eventually other kinematic variables [7] . In this work we use a constant correction coefficient r = 0.8 (a variable one, r(y) = 0.85 − 0.1|y|/3 was used in Ref. [8] ).
THE γ p → V p CROSS SECTION
In this Section we present theoretical predictions for J/ψ and ψ(2S) production in γ p scattering. In doing so, we use the so-called Reggeometric model [5] , the two-component ("soft" and "hard") Pomeron model [6] and a model [9] including the low-energy region. In the Reggeometric model we use
where Table II , J/ψ production).
The models above, apart from W and t, contain also dependence on the virtuality Q 2 and the mass of the vector meson M V , relevant in extensions to the ψ(2S) production cross section. As shown in Ref. [6] , to obtain the ψ(2S) cross section one needs also an appropriate normalization factor, which is expected to be close to f ψ(2S) = m ψ(2S) Γ(ψ(2S)→e + e − ) m J/ψ Γ(J/ψ→e + e − ) = 0.5 . According to a fit of
to the data [10] with a two-component Pomeron model, the value f ψ(2S) = 0.4 is reasonable. Thus, if the formula for the cross section σ (W, [8] , ALICE [11] and HERA [12] data on J/ψ photoproduction cross section with the two component Pomeron model [6] , the Reggeometry model [5] and the Martynov model [9] .
The above mentioned models fitted to the HERA electron-proton VMP data can be applied also to the VMP in hadron-hadron scattering. The LHCb Collaboration has recently measured ultraperipheral J/ψ and ψ(2S) photoproduction cross sections in pp-scattering (at 7 TeV) [8] . From these data the γ p cross section can be extracted. In Fig. 2 we compare the LHCb [8] , ALICE [11] and HERA [12] data on J/ψ photoproduction to the theoretical predictions.
RAPIDITY DISTRIBUTIONS
To calculate the rapidity distribution dσ dy pp→pV p (y) we use Eq. (1), with an appropriate γ p cross section σ γ p→V p (W γ p ).
In Fig. 3 we show the LHCb [8] data together with the predictions for the J/ψ and the ψ(2S) differential rapidity cross sections obtained from the Regge model [5] , the two-component Pomeron model [6] and that of Ref. [9] . The rapidity gap survival factor r(y) = 0.8 was used. a b [6] , the Reggeometric model [5] and that of Ref. [9] . An absorption correction r(y) = 0.8 was applied to theoretical predictions.
